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Few creative movements have been more influential than the Bauhaus, under the leadership of Walter
Gropius. The art of the theater commanded special attention. The text in this volume is a loose collection of
essays by Oskar Schlemmer, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, and Farkas Molnar (who in an illustrated essay shares his
vision of a total theatre space), with an introduction by Bauhaus leader Walter Gropius. Originally published
in German in 1924, Die Buhne im Bauhaus was translated by A. S. Wensinger and published by Wesleyan in
1961. It was prepared with the full cooperation of Walter Gropius and his introduction was written specially
for this edition.From Bauhaus experiments there emerged a new aesthetic of stage design and presentation, a
new concept oftotal theater." Its principles and practices, revolutionary in their time and far in advance of all
but the most experimental stagecraft today, were largely the work of Oskar Schlemmer, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy,

and their students.

Learn more about the 100th anniversary of the Bauhaus one of the most avantgarde schools of all times.
Walter Gropius Arthur S. Oskar Schlemmer Author 5.0 out of 5 stars 1 rating. Focusing on the work of painter

choreographer and scenic designer Oskar Schlemmer the Master Magician and leader of the Theatre
Workshop this book explains this theatre of high modernism and its historical role in design and performance
studies further it connects the Bauhaus exploration of space with contemporary stages and contemporary

ethics aesthetics and society.

Bauhaus Translation

From Bauhaus experiments there emerged a new aesthetic of stage design and presentation a new concept of
total theater. Examples of theater at the Bauhaus in this collection include drawings by Lothar Schreyer for
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one of his expressionist. The Bauhaus stage is that of the Weimar period essentially shaped by Oskar
Schlemmer who had taken over the stage department in 1923. 3 AN EXPERIMENTAL HOUSE OF THE
BAUHAUS. Walter Gropius László. Main Author Schlemmer Oskar 18881943. They rejected as well the

theatre of ridicule and satire practiced by the Dadaists and the Expressionists. Dinner Theaters in Tel Aviv. By
Melissa Trimingham. László MoholyNagy who was appointed to the Bauhaus the same year took an interest
in abstract kinetic and luminary phenomena which he examines in his essay Theatre Circus Variété. The

Theater of Totality with its multifarious complexities of light space plane form motion sound manand with all
.
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